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Abstract—This paper reviews the basic principles of prior
methods for the purpose of wireless anti-eavesdropping channel
estimation (ANECE), and highlights their major shortcomings
and limitations such as failure for carrier synchronization with-
out a pilot and limited transmission range of a full-duplex radio.
This paper also proposes and analyses a new scheme of ANECE
using multi-antenna half-duplex radios. This new scheme consists
of three phases of transmissions between two radio nodes (Alice
and Bob). In phase 1, Bob sends out a pilot via one of his antennas
so that Alice can carry out carrier synchronization and channel
estimation. In phase 2, Alice sends out a pilot via one of her
antennas so that Bob can carry out carrier synchronization and
channel estimation. In phase 3, perfectly synchronized with phase
2, Alice applies transmit beamforming and sends out a stream
of information via all her other antennas. This new scheme of
ANECE for multi-antenna half-duplex radios is derived from an
ANECE design for antenna-isolation based full-duplex radios.

Index Terms—Wireless network security, physical layer secu-
rity, channel estimation, anti-eavesdropping.

I. INTRODUCTION

Information security for wireless communication networks
has been a research problem of great interest. There are many
situations where physical layer security is needed in addition to
cryptography based security implemented at higher layers. One
of the key strategies for physical layer security is to prevent
eavesdroppers/adversaries from getting their receive channel
state information with respect to a source node transmitting
secret information.

There have been many works for the above stated purpose,
which can be found under such terms as anti-eavesdropping
channel estimation (ANECE) [1], [2], [3], discriminative chan-
nel estimation (DCE) [4], [5], [6], conjugate and return [8],
and others [7], [9]. Unlike ANECE, the other prior works
tried to achieve the purpose of ANECE by sending either
no or very noisy pilot from a node which needs to send a
secret information or a random sequence. As discussed later
in section II, this approach cannot work due to failure of carrier
synchronization without pilot.

The prior schemes of ANECE [1], [2], [3] exploit a unique
property of full-duplex radios by letting two or more coop-
erative nodes transmit concurrently to each other specially
designed pilots. These pilots prevent eavesdroppers from
obtaining consistent estimates of their receive channel state
information, but at the same time allow each cooperative node
to obtain its consistent channel estimation. A basic principle of
the prior ANECE, referred to as ANECE-1 here, is reviewed
in section III where limitations of practical full-duplex radios
are also discussed.

In section IV, we consider a modification of ANECE, re-
ferred to as ANECE-2, for antenna-isolation based full-duplex
radios. Such full-duplex radios are easier to implement than
those based on radio frequency (RF) circulator on each full-
duplex antenna. More importantly, with a careful examination
of ANECE-2, we show a surprising result referred to as
ANECE-3 as detailed in section V.

ANECE-3 uses only half-duplex radios although one of the
two cooperative nodes needs to have more than one antennas.
ANECE-3 consists of three phases. In phase 1, one node (Bob)
sends a pilot via one of his antennas, which allows the other
node (Alice) to perform channel estimation. In phases 2 and 3,
respectively, Alice sends a pilot and a stream of symbols with
perfect synchronization between them. But in phase 2, Alice
uses one of her antennas while in phase 3 she uses the other
antennas. ANECE-3 appears to be the only known scheme that
can achieve the purpose of ANECE while using only half-
duplex radios without the issue of carrier synchronization.

II. EARLIER HISTORY

Many earlier works such as [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]
proposed schemes for (discriminative) channel estimation be-
tween a pair of legitimate transceivers (Alice and Bob) and, at
the same time, preventing eavesdropper (Eve) from estimating
successfully its receive channel state information. There is a
fundamental commonality in all those works, which is the
(implicit) assumption that if a (radio) transmitter transmits a
baseband random signal r(k) without a pilot or with a however
noisy pilot, any receiver can successfully conduct a carrier
(frequency and phase) synchronization and the following stan-
dard baseband channel model applies:

y(k) = Qr(k) + n(k) (1)

where y(k) is the (demodulated) baseband representation of
the signal received by the receiver, Q is supposed to be a time-
invariant channel gain within each channel coherence period,
and n(k) is the channel noise. (In this paper, all symbols like
n(k), n(k) and N represent the noise terms.)

But the above assumption is incorrect. Without knowing any
of the symbols transmitted within an independent transmission
session, the receiver has no way to calibrate its radio carrier
phase (to say the least) with respect to the transmitter. This
means that without a pilot, Q would vary randomly from one
transmission session to another even within the same (antenna-
to-antenna) channel coherence period. In general, without a
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pilot, the signal received by a receiver (after demodulation)
should have the following form

y(k) = ηhejθ+j∆fkr(k) + n(k) (2)

where h is invariant within a coherence period, ∆f is propor-
tional to the difference of the carrier frequencies at transmitter
and receiver, and η and θ can be random from one transmission
to another within the same (antenna-to-antenna) coherence
period. The incorrect assumption behind many of the prior
works makes their proposed schemes impossible to implement.
An ideal phase-locked-loop could make ∆f = 0 but still leaves
θ completely unknown.

To be more specific, let us consider a key example of prior
ideas (e.g., see a discussion in [7]) as illustrated in Fig. 1. Here,
Bob (with a single antenna) first sends a pilot p(k) with k =
1, · · · ,K1, and then Alice (with multiple antennas) receives

yA(k) = hp(k) + nA(k) (3)

with k = 1, · · · ,K1. With a sufficient SNR in yA(k), Alice
is able to accurately estimate h, which is the reciprocal
channel vector between Alice and Bob. Then Alice sends out
xA(k) = 1

‖h‖h
∗s(k) with k = 1, · · · ,K2 where s(k) is a

sequence of information symbols meant for Bob. If Bob’s
carrier is synchronized with Alice’s, then the (demodulated
baseband) signal received by Bob is

yB(k) = hTxA(k) + nB(k) = ‖h‖s(k) + nB(k) (4)

with k = 1, · · · ,K2. Given this yB(k), Bob would be able to
detect the information in s(k) (assuming phase-shift-keying)
without the knowledge of h.

However, if Bob does not know any of s(k) in xA(k),
then Bob is not able to synchronize with Alice at least in
terms of carrier phase (if we assume that Alice and Bob
have their radio frequency oscillators with perfectly matched
frequencies). Note that xA(k) is transmitted by Alice starting
at a time unknown to Bob. A distributed synchronization is
virtually impossible at a precision equal to a small fraction of
the period of a radio frequency (MHz or higher).

If there is an embedded pilot in s(k) to help Bob to perform
synchronization, then that symbol also allows Eve to estimate
her (effective) channel vector g = G 1

‖h‖h
∗ in her received

signal:

yE(k) = GxA(k) + nE(k) = gs(k) + nE(k) (5)

where G is the channel matrix from Alice to Eve. With the
knowledge of g, all other symbols in s(k) are virtually exposed
especially if Eve has a large number (NE) of antennas. Here
g has the dimension NE × 1.

III. ANECE-1: USING IDEAL FULL-DUPLEX RADIOS

We now review the principle of anti-eavesdropping channel
estimation (ANECE) as proposed in [1] and further studied
in [2] and [3]. For simplicity, we consider the case where
Alice and Bob are each a single-antenna full-duplex radio.
The objective of ANECE is the same as that of the prior works

Fig. 1. A key example of prior ideas for discriminative channel estimation
using half-duplex radios for (secret) information transmission from Alice to
Bob. This idea does not work because the receiver (Bob) cannot perform
carrier synchronization with the transmitter (Alice) due to lack of pilot.

Fig. 2. ANECE-1 [1]: a prior ANECE using a pair of ideal full-duplex radios.

discussed previously. But an important feature of ANECE is
that every session of transmission from each node has a pilot.
This ensures that the corresponding receiver is always in synch
with the transmitter at the carrier level and hence the standard
baseband channel model applies. Note that since Alice and
Bob are full-duplex, each of them can serve as a transmitter
and a receiver at the same time on the same carrier frequency.

Specifically, as illustrated in Fig. 2, Alice and Bob transmit
their packets at about the same time. Each packet has two parts
that are in perfect synch with each other. Part 1 of each packet
is a pilot sequence p(k), k = 1, 2, · · · ,K1. The same pilot is
applied by both Alice and Bob. Part 2 of the packet from Alice
is xA(k), k = 1, 2, · · · ,K2, and part 2 of the packet from
Bob is xB(k), k = 1, 2, · · · ,K2. The best choice of p(k) (for
the case of just two users) is a constant sequence, i.e., p(k)
is invariant to k = 1, · · · ,K1. The constant pilot makes the
concurrent transmissions from Alice and Bob feasible (if not
too easy) to implement since the required precision Tm for
the concurrence is any small fraction of K1Ts with Ts being
the symbol interval.

The (baseband) signals received by Alice and Bob, in parts 1
and 2, are respectively: yA,1(k) = hp(k)+nA,1(k), yA,2(k) =
hxB(k)+nA,2(k), yB,1(k) = hp(k)+nB,1(k) and yB,2(k) =
hxA(k) + nB,2(k), where h is the reciprocal channel gain
between Alice and Bob. Note that since the pilot p(k) is known
to both Alice and Bob and the two parts of each transmission
are in perfect synch, the carrier synchronization is not an issue
for both Alice and Bob in both parts of each transmission.

Based on yA,1(k), Alice can estimate h. Then based on
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yA,2(k), Alice can detect the information in xB(k). Similarly,
Bob can estimate h and then detect the information in xA(k).
If one of the two sequences xA(k) and xB(k) is zero, then
there is just a one-way information transmission, but the two
pilots must be transmitted still as explained below.

1) Effect of ANECE-1 on Eve: The signals received by Eve
with NE antennas, corresponding to the concurrent transmis-
sions from Alice and Bob, are (in baseband):

yE,1(k) = (gA + gB)p(k) + nE,1(k) (6)

yE,2(k) = gAxA(k) + gBxB(k) + nE,2(k) (7)

where gA and gB are Eve’s receive channel vectors with
respect to Alice and Bob respectively. Based on the knowl-
edge of {p(k), k = 1, · · · ,K1}, {yE,1(k), k = 1, · · · ,K1}
and {yE,2(k), k = 1, · · · ,K2}, Eve is unable to obtain a
consistent estimate of gA and gB , and hence unable to detect
all the information in xA(k) and xB(k) even if nE,1(k) =
nE,2(k) = 0 and/or NE →∞.

Note that if Eve is much closer to Alice than to Bob, then
gA + gB ≈ gA. In this case, Eve may obtain gA and hence
detect all information in xA(k). But this Eve is completely
blind to gB and unable to detect all information in xB(k).

In many situations, it is possible to keep Eve at comparable
distances with respect to both Alice and Bob. This is equivalent
to keep the distance between Alice and Bon relatively small
compared to other potential receivers in the field.

The above principle of ANECE has been extended to cases
where there are more than two legitimate users and each user
may have multiple antennas [1]. But our interest in this paper
is to re-examine the requirements for ANECE and present a
simplified ANECE with lesser requirements.

A. Limitations of Full-Duplex Radios

The key requirement for ANECE is full-duplex radio.
Although each antenna (connected to a RF circulator) can
be made full-duplex in principle, e.g., see [14] and [15],
the performance of such a full-duplex radio is limited. The
performance can be measured by the ratio ρ0 of the residual
self-interference (RSI) power over the transmitted power. To
understand the role of ρ0 in ANECE, let us consider the SNR
of yA,1(k) where nA,1(k) contains both RSI and the normal
channel noise. It follows that

SNRA,1 =
|h|2Pp

σ2
n + ρ0Pp

(8)

where Pp is the power of the pilot p(k), ρ0Pp is the residual
self-interference power, and σ2

n is the normal channel noise
variance. We can also write h = h̃

dα/2
where d is the distance

between Alice and Bob, α > 2 the power exponent of the large
scale fading, and h̃ the small-scale fading. It is often to model
h̃ as a complex circular Gaussian random variable CN (0, 1)
for fading environment or to choose h̃ = 1 for non-fading
environment. It follows that

SNRA,1 =
|h̃|2P̄p
σ2
n + ρP̄p

(9)

with P̄p = Pp/d
α being the normalized pilot power, and ρ =

dαρ0 the normalized RSI power gain. We see that ρ can be
larger than one although we know ρ0 < 1.

For a near-ideal performance of full-duplex, we need ρP̄p �
σ2
n (see the denominator of (9)) or equivalently

dα � 1

ρ0SNRp
(10)

with SNRp =
P̄p
σ2
n

. In this case, the variance of the least square
estimation of h̃ from {yA,1(k), k = 1, · · · ,K1} can be shown
to be σ2

∆h̃
= 1

K1SNRp
. We see that for a given set of ρ0, σ2

∆h̃
and K1, there is a corresponding upper bound on the distance
d in order for Alice and Bob to have a near-ideal performance
of full-duplex.

In practice, the value of ρ0 depends on how the full-duplex
radio is designed. The best (smallest) value of ρ0 is typically
achieved by using antenna isolation, e.g., see [10], [11], [12]
and [13]. Specifically, if a node has two antennas, we can let
one of the two antennas transmit and the other antenna receive.
With a proper isolation between the two antennas, the cross-
antenna interference can be substantially reduced even before
any steps of self-interference cancellation (SIC) take place.

IV. ANECE-2: USING ANTENNA-ISOLATION BASED
FULL-DUPLEX RADIOS

We now present a modification of ANECE, which uses
antenna-isolation based full-duplex radios. We consider a
channel between Alice with NA antennas and Bob with NB
antennas. Let one of the antennas at Alice be A1 and all
other antennas at Alice be A2, and one of the antennas at
Bob be B1 and all other antennas at Bob be B2. Assume that
when A1 transmits, the cross-antenna interference from A1 to
A2 (or self-interference at Alice) is minimum due to antenna
isolation followed by self-interference cancellation. The same
is assumed for B1 and B2. Due to the requirement of antenna
isolation, we need NA ≥ 2 and NB ≥ 2.

Like ANECE-1, ANECE-2 has two steps as illustrated in
Fig. 3.

Step 1: Alice and Bob use their A1 and B1 respectively to
transmit concurrently (at the symbol precision) the identical
pilot sequences p(k), k = 1, · · · ,K1. Consequently, Alice and
Bob use their A2 and B2 respectively to receive the following
signals:

yA2,1(k) = hA2,B1p(k) + nA2,1(k) (11)

yB2,1(k) = hB2,A1p(k) + nB2,1(k) (12)

where k = 1, · · · ,K1. Here hA2,B1 is the channel vector from
B1 to A2, which is typically independent from the channel
vector hB2,A1 from A1 to B2. With a sufficient energy in
the pilot sequence, Alice and Bob can accurately estimate,
respectively, hA2,B1 and hB2,A1.

Step 2: After a fixed gap T0 (at the carrier precision) from
its transmitted pilot, Alice uses A2 to transmit xA(k) =

1
‖hA2,B1‖h

∗
A2,B1sA(k) for k = 1, · · · ,K2. Similarly, Bob

uses B2 to transmit xB(k) = 1
‖hB2,A1‖h

∗
B2,A1sB(k) for
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Fig. 3. ANECE-2: A modification of ANECE using antenna-isolation based
full-duplex radios. The curved arrows indicate the causality.

k = 1, · · · ,K2. Here, sA(k) and sB(k) are two sequences
of information symbols, which are independent of each other.
Consequently, Alice and Bob use their A1 and B1, respec-
tively, to receive the following signals:

yA1,2(k) = hTA1,B2xB(k) + nA1,2(k)

= ‖hB2,A1‖sB(k) + nA1,2(k) (13)

yB1,2(k) = hTB1,A2xA(k) + nB1,2(k)

= ‖hA2,B1‖sA(k) + nB1,2(k) (14)

where k = 1, · · · ,K2. Here we have applied the reciprocal
properties hA1,B2 = hB2,A1 and hB1,A2 = hA2,B1.

Even though hB2,A1 is only known to Bob (and Alice does
not know ‖hB2,A1‖), Alice can detect all information in sB(k)
from yA1,2 (assuming PSK symbols and sufficient SNR in
yA1,2) since the signal component in yA1,2 is a positive scale
of sB(k). The same applies to yB1,2(k) from which Bob can
detect all information in sA(k).

It is important to note (see Fig. 3) that T0 must be larger
than the sum of Td, Tp and Tm, i.e., T0 > Td + Tp + Tm.
Here, Td is the propagation delay between Alice and Bob, Tp
is a processing time needed from the reception of yA2,1(k) to
the construction of xA(k), and Tm is a time of misalignment
between Alice and Bob. In principle, as long as there are
known upper bounds on Td, Tp and Tm for given applications,
T0 can be predetermined.

Furthermore, T0 must be precisely controlled so that the
receive carrier of each node remains synchronized with the
transmit carrier of the other node throughout the two-step
process. Specifically, we can think that each node has two
virtual carriers: one for transmit and one for receive. For
example, Bob uses his transmit carrier when he transmits the
pilot p(k) via B1 in step 1, pauses for T0 microseconds and
then transmits the information sequence xB(k) via B2 in step
2. Correspondingly, Alice synchronizes her receive carrier with
Bob’s transmit carrier when she receives the pilot via A2 (from

Bob) in step 1 and then applies her receive carrier to receive
the information sequence via A1 (from Bob) in step 2. The
same applies to the (concurrent) other way around between
Alice and Bob.

1) Effect of ANECE-2 on Eve: When Alice and Bob
transmit p(k) via A1 and B1 respectively, the eavesdropper
(Eve) with NE antennas receives

yE,1(k) = (gE,A1 + gE,B1)p(k) + nE,1(k) (15)

where gE,A1 and gE,B1 are the channel vectors from A1 of
Alice and B1 of Bob, respectively, to Eve. It is clear that
Eve is unable to estimate gE,A1 and gE,B1 consistently from
yE,1(k).

When Alice and Bob transmit xA(k) and xB(k) via A2 and
B2 respectively, Eve receives

yE,2(k) = GE,A2xA(k) + GE,B2xB(k) + nE,2(k)

= gE,A2sA(k) + gE,B2sB(k) + nE,2(k) (16)

with
gE,A2 = GE,A2

1

‖hA2,B1‖
h∗A2,B1 (17)

gE,B2 = GE,B2
1

‖hB2,A1‖
h∗B2,A1 (18)

where GE,A2 and GE,B2 are the channel matrices from A2
of Alice and B2 of Bob, respectively, to Eve.

It is important to note that in scattering-rich environment,
hA2,B1, hB2,A1, gE,A1, gE,B1, GE,A2 and GE,B2 are all
independent of each other. This means that even if Eve could
find the exact gE,A1 and gE,B1, this would be useless for Eve
to detect the information in sA(k) and sB(k) from yE,2(k)
(which is independent of gE,A1 and gE,B1).

The above observation means that a good alignment be-
tween the two pilots from Alice and Bob are not needed at
all. Indeed, the two pilots could be significantly misaligned to
even allow Eve to have a good estimate of both gE,A1 and
gE,B1.

2) One-Way Information Transmission: If only one-way
information transmission is conducted, one of the informa-
tion sequences sA(k) and sB(k) (or equivalently xA(k) and
xB(k)) can be simply dropped (i.e., set to zero). In this case,
can we also simply drop one of the two pilots? The answer
is no. Both pilots are needed for the receive carrier of each
node to be synchronized with the transmit carrier of the other
node.

If only Alice needs to send secret information to Bob, the
scheme shown in Fig. 3 reduces to Fig. 4. Here we see that
there is no more constraint on the fixed gap T0. To minimize
the negative effect of drifting of carrier frequency and/or
phase, we should minimize T0, which leads to a surprising
result shown in the next section.

V. ANECE-3: USING MULTI-ANTENNA HALF-DUPLEX
RADIOS

Inspired by the analysis of ANECE-2 shown previously, we
can increase Tm to avoid the need of full-duplex radios, and
also reduce T0 to zero to optimize carrier synchronization.
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Fig. 4. This figure results from Fig. 3 if only Alice transmits info to Bob.
Here T0 and Tm are no longer constrained by each other.

Fig. 5. ANECE-3: A 3-phase ANECE using half-duplex radios for informa-
tion transmission from Alice to Bob. Here yB2,2(k) and yB1,3(k) correspond
to yB2,1(k) and yB1,2(k) in ANECE-2.

As illustrated in Fig. 5, the new scheme of ANECE for
information transmission from Alice to Bob has three (orthog-
onal) phases of transmissions as discussed below.

In phase 1, Bob transmits a pilot p(k) via B1, and Alice
receives the signal yA2,1(k) = hA2,B1p(k)+nA2,1(k) via A2.
Alice then estimates hA2,B1 from yA2,1(k) and prepares the
construction of xA(k) = 1

‖hA2,B1‖h
∗
A2,B1sA(k) with sA(k)

being the sequence of information symbols. Unlike ANECE-
2, Alice also receives yA1,1(k) = hA1,B1p(k) + nA1,1(k) via
A1 from which hA1,B1 could be estimated. But Alice does
not need the knowledge of hA1,B1 in this scheme.

Both phases 2 and 3 are for transmissions from Alice, which
however must be perfectly in synch using the same transmit
carrier at Alice. Also, in phase 2, Alice transmits a pilot p(k)
with k = 1, · · · ,K2 via A1, and in phase 3, Alice transmits
xA(k) with k = 1, · · · ,K3 via A2. The transmission in phase
2 allows Bob to synchronize his receive carrier based on
yB1,2(k) and yB2,2(k) received via B1 and B2. This in turn

allows Bob to reliably receive yB1,3(k) and yB2,3(k) via B1
and B2 in phase 3. Since yB1,3(k) is equivalent to yB1,2(k) in
(14), Bob is able to detect the information in sA(k) (assuming
PSK).

1) Effect of ANECE-3 on Eve: The signals received by Eve
in phases 2 and 3 from Alice are

yE,2(k) = gE,A1p(k) + nE,2(k), (19)

yE,3(k) = GE,A2xA(k) + nE,3(k). (20)

Since gE,A1 is independent of GE,A2, Eve is completely blind
to GE,A2 in yE,3(k). Equivalently, Eve is completely blind
to gE,A2 in the following:

yE,3(k) = gE,A2sA(k) + nE,3(k) (21)

where gE,A2 = GE,A2
1

‖hA2,B1‖h
∗
A2,B1.

2) Remarks: We see that in ANECE-3 (for information
transmission from Alice to Bob), Alice does not need to
receive any signal via A1, i.e., A1 only serves as a transmit
antenna to help Bob to perform carrier synchronization. Also
the two pilots from Alice and Bob can be totally different from
each other.

Compared to the (infeasible) scheme in Fig. 1, the critical
difference here is the transmission of a pilot from Alice via
A1 (one of her antennas) which is immediately followed by
transmission of beamformed information via A2 (her other an-
tennas). This design change seems small but is also significant.
(In theory, A1 could be more than one antennas as well.)

A. Further Analysis

Unlike ANECE-2, ANECE-3 allows Bob to receive signals
via both B1 and B2 in each of phases 2 and 3. We will discuss
next the roles of the additional received signals (shown in
green color in Fig. 5). Define

XA =

[
p(1), · · · , p(K2) 0

0 xA(1), · · · ,xA(K3)

]
=

[
pT 0
0 X

]
, (22)

HB,A =

[
hB1,A1 hTB1,A2

hB2,A1 HB2,A2

]
, (23)

and

YB = [YB,2,YB,3] =

[
yB1(1), · · · , yB1(K2 +K3)
yB2(1), · · · ,yB2(K2 +K3)

]
(24)

where XA is the NA × (K2 + K3) matrix of the signals
transmitted by Alice in phases 2 and 3, HB,A is the NB×NA
channel matrix from Alice to Bob, and YB is the NB×(K2 +
K3) matrix of the signals received by Bob in phases 2 and 3.
Also YB,2 is the block of the first K2 columns of YB , and
YB,3 the block of the last K3 columns of YB . It follows from
YB = HB,AXA + NB that

YB,2 =

[
hB1,A1p

T

hB2,A1p
T

]
+ NB,2, (25)
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and

YB,3 =

[
hTB1,A2X

HB2,A2X

]
+ NB,3. (26)

It is clear that Bob can use all the RF waveforms associated
with YB,2 (not just the signal yB2,1(k) shown in Fig. 4)
for carrier synchronization. Bob can also estimate hB1,A1 and
hB2,A1 from YB,2. However, the channel from Alice via A1
is not secure since Eve can also estimate her channel vector
with respect to A1 of Alice. In ANECE-3, Alice sends no
information via A1.

In YB,3 shown in (26), both hTB1,A2 and HB2,A2 are
unknown to Bob. But one can write that

hTB1,A2X = γsTA (27)

with γ = ‖hB1,A2‖ = ‖hA2,B1‖ > 0 and sTA =
[sA(1), · · · , sA(K3)]. And also

HB2,A2X = vsTA (28)

with v = HB2,A2
1

‖hA2,B1‖h
∗
A2,B1 being a complex vector

unknown to Bob. Equivalently, one can write

YB,3 =

[
γ
v

]
sTA + NB,3 (29)

We can show that if K3 ≥ 2 and sTA
.
= [sA(1), · · · , sA(K3)]

consists of PSK symbols, then all sA(k), γ and v are uniquely
identifiable from YB,3 asymptotically. Specifically, in the ab-
sence of noise and up to a positive scaling, [γ,vT ]T is the left
principal singular vector of YB,3, and sA is the corresponding
right singular vector of YB,3. Clearly, the optimal detection
of sA should be based on all signals received by Bob. If the
noise is white Gaussian, the optimal detection is the minimum
distance detector, i.e.,

min
γ>0,v,‖sA‖2=K3

∥∥∥∥YB,3 −
[
γ
v

]
sTA

∥∥∥∥2

. (30)

The principal singular vectors of YB,3 mentioned earlier
can be used as the initial joint estimation of γ, v and sA.
For optimal performance, an iterative search of the above
optimization problem can be conducted where sA(k)∀k are
subject to PSK (or any QAM if γ is known).

If SNR of the signal (i.e., yB1,3(k) = γsA(k) + nB1,3(k))
received by Bob via B1 in phase 3, is sufficiently high, then
Bob can reliably detect all information in sA(k) by using
yB1,3(k) alone. However, using multiple antennas, Bob could
perform blind beamforming on YB,3 to detect all information
from Alice. In other words, ANECE-3 can yield a positive
secrecy using just half-duplex radios against full-duplex ad-
versaries who, with any number of antennas located virtually
anywhere, perform both jamming and eavesdropping.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper reviewed the key principles of many prior
methods for the purpose of ANECE and highlighted their
shortcomings and limitations. It also proposed and analyzed
a new scheme of ANECE using multi-antenna half-duplex

radios. To the author’s knowledge, if only half-duplex radios
are available, this new scheme could be the first feasible
scheme that allows the legitimate users to conduct RF carrier
synchronization, necessary channel estimation and detection
of transmitted information, and at the same time completely
prevents any eavesdropper at virtually any location from
finding its channel state information relative to any transmit
antenna where secret information is transmitted. This new
scheme also appears easy to implement since there is no
strict requirement of synchronization between two distributed
radios. In application, all public information in a packet should
be “lumped” with its pilot.
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